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Abstract. In recent years, it has become clear that educational data mining 

methods can play a positive role in refining the content of intelligent tutoring 

systems. In particular, efforts to determine which content is more and less effec-

tive at promoting learning can help improve tutoring systems by identifying in-

effective content and cycling it out of the system. Analysis of the learning value 

of content can also help teachers and system designers create better content by 

taking notice of what has and has not worked in the past. Past work has looked 

solely at student response data in doing this type of analysis; we extend this 

work by instead utilizing the moment-by-moment learning model, P(J). This 

model uses parameters learned from Bayesian Knowledge Tracing as well as 

other features extracted from log data to compute the probability that a student 

learned a skill at a specific problem step. By averaging P(J) values for a particu-

lar item across students, and comparing items using statistical testing with post-

hoc controls, we can investigate which items typically produce more and less 

learning. We use this analysis to evaluate items within twenty problem sets 

completed by students using the ASSISTments Platform, and show how item 

learning results can be obtained and interpreted from this analysis. 
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1 Introduction 

The last several years have begun to see a shift in the sources of intelligent tutor con-

tent. As recently as five years ago, most intelligent tutor content was authored in pro-

gramming development kits, and took considerable work to create – according to one 

estimate, it takes over 200 hours of a Ph.D.-level researcher’s time to create one hour 

of student-usable content [16]. However, the recent advent of tools for rapid problem 

authoring by non-programmers [cf. 1, 13] has begun to change this practice. In fact, 

some intelligent tutoring systems are being authored via crowd-sourcing methods, 

where a wide range of individuals can contribute problems and content. For example, 

in the ASSISTments Platform [10], many problems and associated tutoring for those 

problems are now authored by teachers. 



The move toward a wider base of content developers presents both opportunities 

and challenges. A wider developer base enables new content to be created more 

quickly and more responsively than traditional approaches. However, assuring and 

maintaining quality is a greater challenge when content is being created by a wider 

range of individuals, many of whom do not have explicit training in creating intelli-

gent tutoring systems. (Though this is an opportunity in itself, as some teachers may 

have innovative new ideas for problem content that are better than current approach-

es). Also, as community-authored content grows rapidly, it is not feasible for small 

research teams to continually vet new content. 

Given rapidly expanding content of uncertain quality, one approach to assuring 

and maintaining quality is to use educational data mining to vet content. The data 

produced by students as they use a tutoring system can provide indicators of which 

problems are most effective. Work in this area can build off of prior approaches to 

determine which pedagogical strategies lead to better learning experiences for stu-

dents. For example, Beck and colleagues [6] used learning decomposition methods to 

study the effectiveness of different learning strategies for different groups of students. 

Chi and VanLehn [7] used reinforcement learning to study this same issue. 

The approach proposed in [6] was adopted by Feng et al. [11], who used learning 

decomposition to determine that problems had varying efficacy within the ASSIST-

ments Platform. This approach used logistic regression to analyze the future perfor-

mance associated with having received a specific problem. Similarly, Pardos and 

Heffernan [17] addressed this same issue with a model based on Bayesian 

Knowledge-Tracing. Pardos et al. showed that models based this framework could be 

modified to measure the learning probability of individual items within particular 

knowledge components (KCs). Pardos suggested that item learning effects can be 

measured so long as the order of the items within a KC is randomized per student. 

Given randomization of item order, the sets of items can be analyzed as a quasi-

randomized controlled trial.  

These approaches provide actionable information on which problems are most ef-

fective and least effective. However, they are somewhat limited in terms of their sen-

sitivity. First, assessments of problem effectiveness are dependent on performance in 

immediately subsequent problems; if those problems are of varying difficulty, there 

may be substantial noise in estimations of learning effectiveness. In addition, correct-

ness does not take into account all of the information about a student action; other 

aspects of student performance have also been shown to predict knowledge and learn-

ing [cf. 9].   

To address this possible limitation and create a richer indicator of the differential 

learning associated with different problems, we adopt an alternate paradigm for 

measuring learning: the moment-by-moment learning model [4]. This model is de-

signed to specifically assess the learning that occurs within a specific problem. In-

stead of assessing the current degree of latent knowledge, it assesses the degree of 

knowledge learned at a specific moment using a function of the aspects of the stu-

dent’s actions on that problem (such as speed of response and use of help features).   

In this paper, we apply the moment-by-moment learning model to a group of prob-

lem sets from the ASSISTments Platform. We then conduct statistical analysis to 



determine the degree to which different problems have different moment-by-moment 

learning across students, and study the problems associated with the largest and 

smallest degree of moment-by-moment learning in two data sets.  

2 Data 

The data used in this analysis comes from the ASSISTments Tutoring Systems [10], 

with data drawn from the 2009-2010 school year. The students were from 7th and 8th 

grade Algebra classes with ages 12-14.  The 8,519 students in the data set were drawn 

from 108 schools, primarily in Massachusetts. Students used the software for one 

class day approximately every two weeks throughout the school year, completing a 

range of problem sets involving different mathematical skills. The system provided 

instructional assistance to troubled students by breaking the original problem into 

scaffolding steps or displaying hint messages on-screen, upon student request. The 

ASSISTments tutoring system allows teachers to control the ordering of the problems 

within a problem set, choosing between a pre-chosen order, or random order. In this 

paper, we analyze a subset of the data drawn from students using random order prob-

lems within a problem set, selecting only problems that are associated with at least 

one cognitive skill.  

There were a total of 78,558 student actions, made by 3,169 students on 1,170 

problems, for whom the problem order was set to random and each problem was as-

sociated with at least one skill. There were some problems that were associated with 

more than one skill. For these problems, we treated them as representing evidence for 

each skill equally and with full credit assignment to each skill (i.e. a problem with 

three skills was treated the same as three problems, one tied to each of the three 

skills). Within the data set, there were a total of 945 skill-problem sets, out of which 

we selected 20 skill-problem sets that had the highest number of student actions, giv-

ing a final data set with 20,760 student actions produced by 2,210 students on 80 

problems.  

3 Detecting learning using moment-by-moment learning model 

In this section we describe the moment-by-moment learning model developed by 

Baker and colleagues [4]. This model estimates the probability that a student learned a 

skill at a specific problem step, termed P(J). Recent results have argued in favor of 

this model’s face validity; derivatives of this model can successfully predict students’ 

final knowledge as assessed by Bayesian Knowledge Tracing [4], and can successful-

ly predict students’ preparation for future learning [5]. Bayesian Knowledge-Tracing 

(BKT) is a well-established approach for modeling student knowledge within an intel-

ligent tutoring system [8]. BKT uses a four-parameter two-node dynamic Bayesian 

network to probabilistically assess the knowledge of a student for a specific skill. We 

use P(J) values in this analysis to assess the amount that students typically learn from 

each problem within a randomly ordered problem set. 



3.1 Development of P(J) model 

The P(J) model was developed using a two-step process, the same procedure used in 

[4]. First, training labels to detect moment-by-moment learning were generated for 

each problem step in a tutor data set. The labels were generated by applying Bayes’ 

Rule to knowledge estimates from a traditional BKT model, in combination with the 

information about the correctness of the next two problem-solving actions of the stu-

dent on items involving the same skill.  Next, a set of predictor features was generated 

using past tutor data to form a training data set. The predictor feature set included 4 

categories of features: 1) Action correctness, this category included features like is the 

action correct, incorrect or hint request, 2) Step interface type included feature that are 

based on type of interface widget involved, like is the problem multiple choice or just 

a single choice, 3) Response times, this categories included features that are derived 

from the amount of time taken to complete problem-solving steps, and 4) Problem 

solving history included features that characterize the student’s problem-solving his-

tory in the tutor. These predictor features date back to the development of “gaming 

the system” detectors for Cognitive Tutors [3]. In addition to these features, skill dif-

ficulty related features were also included to increase the goodness of the model [12]. 

Linear regression was conducted within Rapidminer 4.6 [15] to develop models to 

predict P(J). This resulted in a set of numerical predictions of P(J), moment-by-

moment learning, for each problem-solving step. The cross-validated correlation be-

tween the model and the original training labels was 0.449. 

4 Overall Comparison of Problem Effectiveness 

With the outputs of the P(J) detector, it is possible to assess the learning effectiveness 

of each problem in each skill-problem set. We do so by obtaining the set of values of 

P(J) for each problem, across students. We can then search for particularly poor prob-

lems and particularly effective problems. We analyze this in two ways. First, we con-

duct a one-way ANOVA to determine whether there are overall differences in the 

mean value of P(J) between problems in the same skill-problem set. Next, we attempt 

to determine if each skill-problem set has a single problem that is either better or 

worse than all other problems in the skill-problem set, an indicator that this problem is 

particularly effective or ineffective. It should be noted that the P(J) value is capturing 

the combined learning value of the problem and its tutoring (scaffolds and hints). 

Results are summarized in Table 1.  

We found that 12 sets out of 20 skill-problem sets had statistically significant dif-

ferences in learning between problems. Within these 12 skill-problem sets, we studied 

whether there was a best and worst problem, using post-hoc methods. The Levene test 

[14] was used to determine if the P(J) values for each problem in a skill-problem set 

had equal variance or not, to avoid violating the assumptions of the post-hoc analysis 

methods. Tukey’s test was used when equal variance was assumed, and Tamhane’s 

T2 test was used when equal variance was not assumed. Given the post-hoc differ-

ences between problems, a problem was labeled a best problem if it had positive mean 

difference with all the other problems and was significantly different from all the 



other problems in the skill-problem set. Similarly, a problem was labeled a worst 

problem if it had negative mean difference with all the other problems and was signif-

icantly different from all the other problems in the skill-problem set. According to this 

test, 7 of the 12 problem sets had a single problem that was substantially better or 

worse than all other problems. 

Table 1. – ANOVA results of 20 skill-problem sets. ** = statistical significance of p<0.05 

Skill-Problem Set 
Total 

Actions 

Best Prob-

lem 

Worst 

Problem 
F-test 

ConversionOfFrac-

tionDecimalsPercents 
867 --- --- F(1, 865) = 0.22 

CountingMethods 752 No Yes F(2, 749) = 12.64** 

Estimation 510 --- --- F(2, 507) = 0.52 

FindingFractionsandRa-

tio 
849 Yes Yes F(1, 847) = 8.28** 

HistogramasTable-

OrGraph 
481 --- --- F(2, 478 ) = 1.721 

LineOfBestFit 713 --- --- F(3, 709) = 1.60 

Median 612 Yes No F(2, 609) = 9.76** 

MultiplicationandDi-

visionIntegers 
850 No No F(7, 842) = 28.16** 

NumberLine 864 --- --- F(1, 862) = 2.89 

PercentOf 1703 No No F(7, 1695) = 84.85** 

PickingEquationandEx-

pressionFromChoices 
535 --- --- F(3, 531) = 0.54 

PointPlotting-1 868 Yes Yes F(1, 866) = 8.59** 

PointPlotting-2 520 --- --- F(1, 518) = 0.99 

Proportion-1 1220 Yes Yes F(1, 1218) = 8.59** 

Proportion-2 2716 Yes No F(4, 2711) = 41.47** 

Proportion-3 1056 No No F(4, 1051) = 33.06** 

PythagoreanTheorem 2174 No No F(12, 2161) = 6.65** 

Range 810 No Yes F(2, 807) = 16.44** 

Transformation 878 No No F(7, 870) = 5.30** 

UnitConversionWith-

inaSystem 
595 --- --- F(1, 593) = 0.80 

 

4.1 Case study of individual problems and their tutoring 

Of the 20 skill-problem sets, there were seven problems that were significantly better 

or worse than all other problems in the same skill-problem set. These seven are shown 

in Table 2. Since the learning value of an item is a latent measurement, we have no 

ground truth to compare it to in order to verify that the best or worst items detected 



were in fact the correct ones. Instead, we present the problems chosen as best and 

worst as dictated by the P(J) item learning detector and see if the results have face 

validity, that is if the detector looks like it measured what we intended for it to meas-

ure. Due to space limitations, we focus on two skill-problem sets, comparing a prob-

lem that is significantly different from all other problems with another problem from 

the set. We select the two skill-problem sets among the four possible options that have 

the largest difference in P(J) between the problems with the highest and lowest P(J). 

To facilitate discussion of differences, we compare the significantly different prob-

lems to the problem at the other end of the range. Within the PDF version of this doc-

ument, the reader can inspect the problems, by clicking on any of the IDs in Table 2. 

The hyperlinks lead to a public preview of the items on the ASSISTments system.  

Table 2. skill-problem sets with significant learning items 

Problem set Best item ID 
Worst item 

ID 

Mean difference between 

P(J) values 

Proportion-2 15792 24642 0.0183 

Range 27521 25796 0.0127 

Counting Methods 24754 24752 0.0106 

Median 1059 2239 0.0090 

Proportion-1 15792 15844 0.0049 

PointPlotting-1 12353 12354 0.0048 

FindingFractionsandRatios 12375 12376 0.0038 

 

4.2 Case study of Proportion-2’s best and worst problems 

The skill-problem set Proportion-2 had the largest difference in P(J) between the best 

and worst problem among the four skill-problem sets with a significant best or worst 

problem, 0.018. In this skill-problem set, one problem had statistically significantly 

higher P(J)  than all the other problems in the skill-problem set. The problems with 

the highest P(J) and lowest are shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 shows the best problem (on the left) in the Proportion-2 skill problem set. 

This problem has a visual component (the figure of the triangle) and is multiple-

choice. The choices contain possible fraction equalities and the student is asked to 

select the one that can be used to solve for X. The first hint shows the student that 

there is a small triangle within the larger one. The following three hints proceed to 

evaluate the three wrong choices and tell the student which part of the answer is 

wrong and why. The last hint shows the correct answer, explains why it is correct, and 

shows four other proportion equalities that would have also been correct. The total 

hint count in this problem is five. Due to space limitations, the figure only shows the 

first three hints. This highly effective problem has more than double as many hints as 

the comparison problem, and uses visuals and significantly more text to teach the 

concept of proportion. From this comparison, it is not immediately clear which of 

these differences is beneficial, but multiple hypotheses are now available for improv-

ing other problems in this skill-problem set. For problems with much lesser magni-

http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTE1Nzky
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTI0NjQy
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTI3NTIx
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTI1Nzk2
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTI0NzU0
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTI0NzUy
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTEwNTk=
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTIyMzk=
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTE1Nzky
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTE1ODQ0
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTEyMzUz
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTEyMzU0
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTEyMzc1
http://www.assistments.org/public_preview/link/dHlwZT1hc3Npc3RtZW50JmlkPTEyMzc2


tude of P(J) difference, additional attributes of the problems and their help would 

likely need to be defined in order to tease out an explanation for the more subtle dif-

ference in learning. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Proportion 1: the (sig) best problem and its tutoring (left) and the worst problem (right) 

The problem to the right in Figure 1 shows the worst P(J) problem, which asks the 

student to solve for X where X is part of a fraction equal to another fraction. The tu-

toring for the problem gives the student a first hint which suggests the student observe 

the relationship between the numerator and denominator of the fraction on the right 

side of the equation and apply this relationship to the fraction on the left side to de-

termine X. The second hint explicitly tells the student the relationship between nu-

merator and denominator which is that the numerator is half of the denominator of the 

fraction on the right side of the equation. The third hint is a bottom-out hint, and gives 

the student the answer.  

 

4.3 Case study of Range, best and worst problems 

The skill-problem set Range had the second-largest difference in P(J) between the 

best and worst problem, 0.013. In this skill-problem set, one problem had statistically 

significantly lower P(J)  than all the other problems in the skill-problem set.  

Figure 2 shows the worst problem in this skill-problem set (on the right), which 

asks for the range of the points scored in the table. This problem contains three scaf-

folds that in turn prompt the student for the maximum and minimum scores observed, 

and then re-asks the original question. Each of the scaffolds contains two hints. The 

first hint suggests the student look at the table for the answer and the second hint 



shows another picture of the table with the relevant row highlighted. The total number 

of hint in this problem was six.  

The problem to the left in Figure 2 shows the best problem, which also shows a 

two column table but asks which of four multiple choice statistics has the highest 

value. This problem has six scaffolds. The first prompts the student to count the num-

ber of animals listed. The next four scaffolds teach the student how to compute the 

mean, median, mode, and range using the table in the problem. The last scaffold re-

asks the original question. There are 20 hints in this problem.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Range: the best problem (left) and the (sig) worst (right) 

Comparing the two problem’s tutoring of the skill of range, there does not appear 

to be anything strikingly deficient about the significantly worst problem’s tutoring. 

However, the most significant difference in the content between the worst and best 

problem is that the best problem contains three additional skills (mean, median, and 

mode) while the worst problem only contains range. A look at the Q-matrix for both 

problems revealed that the best problem was indeed tagged with four skills while the 

worst problem was tagged with only a single skill. Since P(J) is computed based on 

the relative learning value of the problems in a set, it appears that P(J) has detected a 

skill difference between problems. The tutoring of the problem that teaches and re-

quires only the skill of range has little chance of providing the requisite knowledge to 

solve a problem that requires mean, median, mode, and range; however the four-skill 

problem has the tutoring to provide the requisite knowledge for the single-skill prob-

lem which would explain significant P(J) difference between problems. 



5 Discussion 

We have shown how the moment of learning detector can be applied to evaluate the 

relative learning value of problems in a set and how statistical tests can be run to de-

termine if there are problems which are significantly better or worse. We conducted a 

case study of problem pairs in two skill-problem sets which showed the most signifi-

cant differences in P(J) in order to investigate if differences could be plainly observed 

by viewing the problems and their tutoring approaches.  

Several avenues exist for further research in the area of learning value analysis. 

Firstly, the method could be applied at the skill-problem set level to detect which 

problem sets pertaining to a common skill are providing the most learning value. This 

analysis would require a dataset where the order of problem sets, at least within a 

skill, were randomized per student. A second area for further study is a more stringent 

validity test. Face validity tests are subjective and fall far short of confirming that the 

claimed underlying construct is being accurately measured. A gold standard validity 

test would be a randomized controlled trial where individual problems were tested for 

learning gain with a pre/post-test design. The existence of a significantly higher or 

lower learning gain problem could be identified and compared to the findings of the 

P(J) learning value detector and other learning item analysis techniques. 
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